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Abstract 

Although medical institutions at all levels have positioned and distinguished their 
functions, the unbalanced use of medical resources is still one of the main problems 
troubling the development of China's medical industry due to the lack of effective 
medical guidance means. The demand for medical treatment is concentrated in large 
hospitals, which leads to overcrowding of major public medical institutions while 
resources of many community and private hospitals cannot be fully utilized. In order to 
perfect the social medical resources especially home care resources matching 
mechanism, and make the current China's medical service supply and demand matching 
mechanism to guide the clinic flow in a reasonable manner. We take medical services 
platform of home care services as the research object, using balance scorecard and 
Delphi to establish matching evaluation index system of home care supply and demand 
side. There are four aspects, including supply and demand preference, technology 
matching sustainability, economic rationality, and cooperation. The high quality 
matching index system proposed by us takes into account the cooperative sustainability, 
which was almost not considered in previous studies. It is a meaningful innovation, 
which is conducive to guiding the flow of medical treatment reasonably and improving 
the satisfaction of both supply and demand side of home care. 
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1. Introduction 

The main targets of home care services are patients with chronic diseases, patients who need 
continuous treatment or recovery after being discharged from the hospital, and patients at 
home in the late stage of severe illness, most of which are elderly. As shown in Figure 1, the 
"World Population Prospects" (revised in 2017) released by the United Nations predicts that 
China's aging problem will become increasingly serious, which indicates the huge demand and 
development potential of the home care industry. However, compared with some developed 
countries, home care in China is immature in terms of policy, and there are many problems in 
practice. Operational and practical home care solutions often fail to meet the needs of the 
elderly. 

In recent years, Internet nursing services are slowly entering the families of ordinary people, 
bringing convenient and efficient services. The intelligent medical service platform can fully 
integrate home care medical resources and provide more accurate and efficient medical 
services to the demand side. It is an innovation with practical significance. However, for the 
demand side of home care services, most of the software currently on the market can only 
choose the medical services needed and wait for the nurse to come, without comprehensive 
considering the preferences of home care providers and consumers. However, if only the 
demand side preference of home care is considered, the choice of most patients is likely to be 
unreasonable. Therefore, we argue that need to change the home-care match between supply 
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and demand side, build a new platform for home care, establish a more intuitive, efficient, 
operable matching index system, comprehensive consider the demand that occupy the home 
care needs, and home care services service ability, so as to promote home care to the rational 
use of medical resources, so as to improve the satisfaction of home care service supply and 
demand, realize stable matching relationship. 

 
Figure 1. Development and forecast trend of the proportion of the elderly population aged 60 

and over in China and countries and regions with different income levels in the world 

 

2. Literature review 

Medical service supply and demand matching essentially belongs to the category of bilateral 
matching decision-making. The problem of bilateral matching can be traced back to 1962. Gale 
and Shapley [1] used mathematical structures to study marriage relationships, which is a 
milestone in solving real-life matching problems. In recent years, the research on bilateral 
matching has gradually matured, and the research on multi-index (also called multi-attribute) 
bilateral matching decision-making has gradually become the focus of scholars. Matching 
decision information is no longer limited to a single preference ranking information, which is 
manifested as evaluation decision information under multiple indicators as well [2-4]. In fact, in 
the actual decision-making process, most subjects are boundedly rational and need to consider 
the different psychological behaviors of decision-makers, such as expectation, hesitation and 
uncertainty. Aiming at the expectation psychology, Wu et al. proposed a bilateral matching 
method based on prospect theory for the hybrid power generation rights transaction. Taking 
the expected value given by the matching subject as a reference point, they constructed the 
value function model and weight function for the decision of the buyers and sellers of the hybrid 
power generation rights. Model [5]. Li et al. believe that in order to improve the satisfaction of 
both parties, it is necessary to consider the psychological perception of the two parties when 
they are matched, and construct a profit and loss matrix by comparing and analyzing the 
expected value of the subject's index and the true value of the other party[6]. Fan et al. proposed 
a bilateral satisfaction matching method based on disappointment theory [7]. 

The existing research results provide theoretical and methodological reference and guidance 
for this article to solve the multi-index home care bilateral matching problem that takes into 
account the psychological factors of the demand side and the service side. This research will 
also develop an improved multi-attribute bilateral matching evaluation model based on 
attribute measurement. 
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Based on the particularity of the medical industry, Gao believes that when performing bilateral 
doctor-patient matching, the evaluation indicators of patients' expectations of doctors consider 
treatment level, reputation, and fees; at the same time, doctors’ s indicators mainly consider 
whether good at, schedule and treatment time[8]. Chen et al. believe that in bilateral doctor-
patient matching, patients mainly consider the doctor's reputation, fees, professional level, 
waiting time and service attitude. Doctors' expectations of patients mainly include the degree 
of cooperation, the duration of illness, the severity of the illness, and the ability to express and 
communicate [9-10]. In addition, Chen et al. believe that it is also necessary to consider the impact 
of workload on the satisfaction of medical service providers [11]. 

Wang constructed a medical information service indicator system model based on user 
perceived value, including two dimensions of total value and total cost, which are subdivided 
into 8 levels and 24 indicators such as product value, personnel value, and service value  [12]. 
Wang et al. analyzed the influencing factors of Internet medical user satisfaction based on the 
Kano model. Security, confidentiality, and service attitude are more important to users in the 
basic needs; medical technology level, doctor-patient communication, and convenience of the 
operating system need to be vigorously required in the expectations. the excitement demand of 
TCM insurance payment, treatment effect, and patient communication community have the 
greatest impact on the level of satisfaction [13]. In addition, some scholars believe that factors 
such as the attitude of medical staff, the sharing of doctor-patient information, and the 
standardization of the diagnosis and treatment process affect patient satisfaction [14-15]. 

In summary, the current medical service matching mostly focuses on doctors and patients, and 
there are insufficient researches on the bilateral matching of home care demanders and service 
providers. It is necessary to establish a matching index system that comprehensively considers 
the hard and soft requirements of home care demanders and service providers, so as to make 
the matching results more reasonable. The rigid requirements consider the home care service 
unit, and the soft requirements consider the preferences of both the supply and demand sides, 
which can be considered in terms of cost, service quality, and number of cooperation. 

3. Evaluation index 

3.1. Preliminary construction of the structure of the indicator system 

Balance Score Card (BSC), as a tool of strategy execution, has been widely used in the medical 
field. Considering the relative maturity of this kind of research, it is considered to introduce BSC 
into the construction process of bilateral matching index system of home care. Take the index 
system of home care demand side as an example. From the financial perspective of the balanced 
scorecard, considering the enterprise's income, cost, profit margin, etc., it can be intuitively 
translated into economic indicators. From the customer perspective of balanced scorecard, it is 
believed that enterprises should adhere to customer-centered, pay attention to the needs of 
target customers and the development trend of target market, and in particular, focus on 
meeting the needs of core customers. From the perspective of the demand side of home care, it 
can be transformed into the preference of home care providers, and pay attention to the social 
reputation and service quality of providers. The internal process perspective of BSC is the 
optimization management of the internal process of an enterprise, and it is believed that the 
internal operation performance assessment should focus on the business process that has the 
greatest impact on customer satisfaction and the realization of financial goals. For the 
demander of home care, the most basic demand is to provide related technical service units. 
The learning and growth of balanced scorecard is the driving force for the above three aspects 
of scorecard to achieve excellent results. For the demand side, such as praise rate and negative 
rating rate will have an impact on its selection process. Similarly, the index system of home care 
providers can be constructed. The specific corresponding relationship is shown in Table 1 and 
Table 2. 
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Table 1. Index set of home care demand side 
Goal First-level index Second-level index 

 Preference index C1
1 Acceptable medical institution level C11

1  

  Acceptability of private institutions 𝐶12
1  

  Minimum number of cooperation per year C13
1  

  
Minimum number of cooperation for specific needs per 

year  C14
1  

  Lowest average satisfaction score C15
1  

 Technical index C2
1  Medical care C21

1 (details in Figure 2) 

  Domestic services C22
1 (details in Figure 3) 

Home care demand side P1  Rehabilitation training C23
1 (details in Figure 4) 

  TCM physiotherapy C24
1 (details in Figure 5) 

 
Economic Indicators 

C3
1 

Upper limit of medical expenses budget C31
1  

  
Whether be a medical insurance designated medical 

institution C32
1  

 Cooperative index C4
1 Praise rate C41

1  

  Negative review rate C42
1  

  Reservation cancellation rate C43
1  

 

Table 2. Index set of home care providers 
Goal First-level index Second-level index 

 Preference index C1
2 Maximum number of complaints per yeaC11

2  

  Maximum number of service cancellations per year 𝐶12
2  

  Minimum number of cooperation per year C13
2  

  Lowest historical score C14
2  

Home care  provider P2  Farthest service distance C15
2  

 
Technical index C2

2  

(details in Figure 1) 
Medical care C21

2 (details in Figure 2) 

  Domestic services C22
2 (details in Figure 3) 

  Rehabilitation training C23
2 (details in Figure 4) 

  TCM physiotherapy C24
2 (details in Figure 5) 

 Economic Indicators C3
2 service expenses C31

2  

 
Figure 2. Secondary indicators of medical care diagram 

 

 
Figure 3. Secondary indicators of domestic services diagram 
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Figure 4. Secondary indicators of Rehabilitation training diagram 

 

 
Figure 5. Secondary indicators of TCM physiotherapy diagram 

 

3.2. Evaluation system based on Delphi method 

Delphi method, that is, expert scoring or consultation conducted by anonymous method. What 
was first used in 1946, and qualitative predictions were made at the same time, and then Delphi 
method was widely used in medical, market demand and other fields. The method of 
implementation is to invite theoretical and practical experts in related fields for advice based 
on the research purpose, and fully listen to the opinions of experts. After 2-3 rounds of 
consultations, when the experts' opinions reached consensus, the Delphi letter of inquiry ended. 
After that, data analysis was performed to quantify the results. It is better to control the number 
of consulting experts at 15-50. 

3.2.1. Statistical analysis 

Login to the website to export data in Excel format for relevant analysis, adjusting the format, 
calculate the mean, coefficient of variation (CV), and the authority of experts and other 
indicators of the importance of indicators at all levels. SPSS Statistics 25.0 was used for data 
analysis. 

(1) Describe the frequency and percentage of general data used by experts. 

(2) Expert authority is expressed by the arithmetic mean of the judgment basis and familiarity 
coefficient: the experts’ judgment basis(Ca) and the expert’s familiarity with the problem(Cs), 
the formula is Cr=(Ca+Cs)/2. The Cr value is between 0-1, and the Cr value represents the 
degree of authority of the expert. 

(3) The degree of coordination of expert opinions is judged by the significance test of Kandall 
harmony coefficient (W). The value range of W is 0-1. The higher the score of W, the higher the 
consistency of the content of the index by experts, P<0.05 indicates that the difference is 
statistically significant [16]. 

(4) List all levels of indicators in turn, and evaluate their importance using Likert's 5-level 
scoring method, The screening criteria are average>3.5, coefficient of variation <0.25, and full 
score>20% [17]. 
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3.2.2. Basic Information of Experts 

A total of 25 medical staff from different regions participated in the first round of letter inquiry 
and 22 valid questionnaires. Experts aged 30 and above accounted for about 73%, and those 
with a working experience of 10 years or above accounted for 18%. A total of 20 medical staff 
from different regions participated in the second round of letter inquiry and 20 valid 
questionnaires. Experts aged 30 years and above account for 60%, and those with a working 
experience of 10 years or above account for 55%. This shows that the subjects of this survey 
are mainly young experts with rich practical clinical experience. 

The authority of experts is evaluated by the experts' familiarity (Cs) and judgment basis (Ca) in 
the problem domain. It is generally believed that the expert authority coefficient> 0.7, that is, it 
has good authority [18]. See Table 3 to Table 6 for details. 

 

Table 3. Frequency (100%) distribution of expert familiarity (first round) 
 Very familiar Relatively familiar Generally familiar Not very familiar Unfamiliar 

Count 2 15 5 0 0 
Frequency 10 71 19 0 0 

 

Table 4. Frequency (100%) distribution of expert judgment basis (first round) 
Judgments’ basis Strong Medium Weak 

Practical experience 14(64) 8(36) 0 
Theoretical analysis 10(45) 12(55) 0 

Reference domestic and foreign literature 8(36) 10(45) 4(19) 
Subjective judgment 14(64) 7(32) 1(4) 

 

Table 5. Frequency (100%) distribution of expert familiarity (second round) 
 Very familiar Relatively familiar Generally familiar Not very familiar Unfamiliar 

Count 2 6 10 2 0 
Frequency 10 30 50 10 0 

 

Table 6. Frequency (100%) distribution of expert judgment basis (second round) 
Judgments’ basis Strong Medium Weak 

Practical experience 6(30) 13(65) 1(5) 
Theoretical analysis 6(30) 12(60) 2(10) 

Reference domestic and foreign literature 3(15) 11(55) 6(30) 
Subjective judgment 6(30) 14(70) 0 

 

Table 7. Kandall harmony coefficient(W) of the first round 

Project 
The first round (indicator) 

Home care demand side Home care provider side 
 First level Second level Overall First level Second level Overall 

W 0.019 0.021 0.03 0.037 0.018 0.021 
2 1.245 4.079 8.561 1.607 2.000 3.683 
P 0.742 0.906 0.805 0.448 0.849 0.885 

 

Table 8. Kandall harmony coefficient(W) of the second round 

Project 
The first round (indicator) 

Home care demand side Home care provider side 
 First level Second level Overall First level Second level Overall 

W 0.17 0.099 0.134 0.175 0.187 0.184 
2 10.200 17.802 34.844 7.000 18.676 29.510 
P 0.017 0.038 0.001 0.030 0.002 0.000 
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After calculation, the first round Cr=(Ca +Cs)/2=0.773+0.91/2=0.8415, the second round Cr= 
(Ca +Cs)/2=0.74+0.845/2=0.7925, Cr>0.7, indicating Experts have a high degree of authority. 

In this study, the Kandall harmony coefficient (W) is used to express the degree of coordination. 
The results of the first round of letter inquiries were unsatisfactory, and the consistency of 
expert scores was low, and P>0.05. After the second round of expert letter inquiries, the W of 
all levels of indicators of the home care demand side were 0.17 and 0.099 respectively, and the 
W of the overall indicator was 0.134. The expert scores tended to be consistent. After the chi-
square test, P<0.05, which means statistical significance. The W of all levels of home care 
providers were 0.175 and 0.187, and the W of the overall index was 0.184. The expert scores 
tended to be the same. After Chi-square test, P<0.05. The specific values are shown in Table 7, 
Table 8. 

3.2.3. Research results 

Since the results of the first round of correspondence are not statistically significant, the 
analysis of the results of this study is conducted for the second round of correspondence. 

(1) Analysis of the first-level indicators of the demand side 

Experts evaluated the first-level indicators. The average importance was 4.25-4.6, the 
coefficient of variation was 0.11-0.17, and the full score rate was 35%-65%, which met the 
criteria for inclusion in the research indicators. Since the experts did not comment on the first-
level indicators, so I did not modify the first-level indicators in this round. The specific values 
are shown in Table 9. 

 

Table 9. Analysis of first-level indicators of the home care demand side (n=20) 
First level indicator Minimum Maximum Average Standard deviation CV Full score ratio(%) 

Preference index 3 5 4.25 0.639 0.15 35 
Technical index 4 5 4.6 0.503 0.11 60 

Economic Indicators 3 5 4.25 0.716 0.17 40 
Cooperative index 3 5 4.55 0.686 0.15 65 

 

(2) Analysis of secondary indicators of home care demand side 

Experts evaluated the secondary indicators. The average importance was 4.1-4.5, the 
coefficient of variation was 0.11-0.17, and the full score rate was 25%-50%, which met the 
criteria for inclusion of research indicators. Since the experts did not comment on the second-
level indicators, so I did not modify the second-level indicators in this round. The specific values 
are shown in Table 10. 

 

Table 10. Analysis of secondary indicators of the home care demand side (n=20) 

Secondary indicator Minimum Maximum Average 
Standard 
deviation 

CV 
Full score 
ratio(%) 

Acceptable medical institution level 3 5 4.15 0.587 0.14 25 
Acceptability of private institutions  3 5 4.35 0.671 0.15 45 
Minimum number of cooperation 

per year 
3 5 4.25 0.716 0.17 40 

Minimum number of cooperation 
for specific needs per year   

3 5 4.10 0.641 0.16 25 

Lowest average satisfaction score  3 5 4.25 0.639 0.15 35 
Upper limit of medical expenses 

budget 
3 5 4.35 0.587 0.13 40 

Whether be a medical insurance 
designated medical institution 

4 5 4.50 0.513 0.11 50 

Praise rate  3 5 4.30 0.571 0.13 35 
Negative review rate 3 5 4.30 0.571 0.13 35 

Reservation cancellation rate  3 5 4.10 0.641 0.16 25 
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(3) Analysis of the first-level indicators of home care providers 

Experts evaluated the first-level indicators. The average importance was 4.15-4.4, the 
coefficient of variation was 0.11-0.16, and the full score rate was 30%-40%, which met the 
criteria for inclusion in the research indicators. Since the experts did not comment on the first-
level indicators, so I did not modify the first-level indicators in this round. The specific values 
are shown in Table 11. 

 

Table 11. Analysis of first-level indicators of home care providers (n=20) 
Secondary indicator Minimum Maximum Average Standard deviation CV Full score ratio(%) 

Preference index 4 5 4.35 0.489 0.11 35 
Technical index 4 5 4.40 0.503 0.11 40 

Economic Indicators 3 5 4.15 0.671 0.16 30 

 

(4) Analysis of secondary indicators of home care providers 

Experts evaluated the secondary indicators. The average importance was 3.95-4.45, the 
coefficient of variation was 0.11-0.22, and the full score rate was 25%-45%, which met the 
criteria for inclusion of research indicators. Since the experts did not comment on the second-
level indicators, so I did not modify the second-level indicators in this round. The specific values 
are shown in Table 12. 

 

Table 12. Analysis of secondary indicators of home care providers (n=20) 

Secondary indicator Minimum Maximum Average 
Standard 
deviation 

CV 
Full score 
ratio(%) 

Maximum number of 
complaints per year 

3 5 4.05 0.686 0.17 25 

Maximum number of service 
cancellations per year  

2 5 3.90 0.852 0.22 25 

Minimum number of 
cooperation per year 

3 5 4.15 0.671 0.16 30 

Lowest historical score  3 5 3.95 0.759 0.19 25 
Farthest service distance  3 5 4.05 0.686 0.17 25 

Service expenses 4 5 4.45 0.510 0.11 45 

 

After two rounds of letter inquiries, the matching evaluation index system between the home 
care demand side and the provider side was finally clarified, and there was no need to modify 
the primary determined index set. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, based on the literature research and the principle of index construction of home 
care matching index set, combined with the balanced scorecard theory, the evaluation index 
system of home care matching index between supply and demand side was preliminarily 
developed. Through two rounds of expert consultation, the primary and secondary indexes 
were adjusted respectively for the demand side and the service side of home care. This article 
constructs a sustainable evaluation index system for home care demanders and providers, 
which reflects the hard and soft needs of both parties, and comprehensively evaluates the 
compatibility of home care, which is conducive to promoting the reasonable allocation of 
resources for limited home care providers.  

This article might have some result bias. In the future, quantitative studies should be conducted 
with more samples to continue to improve the evaluation index system. In addition, due to the 
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lack of domestic and foreign studies on the evaluation index system of home care service 
matching, there are some deficiencies in the evidence-based perspective. 
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